GO BACK ONE SPACE

GO BACK ONE SPACE

GO AHEAD ONE SPACE

GO AHEAD ONE SPACE

Cut out the individual cards along dashed lines, fold them and glue.
MISS A TURN
or sing
an English song

MISS A TURN
or touch
your nose

MISS A TURN
or jump
four times

MISS A TURN
or walk
like
an elephant

Cut out the individual cards along dashed lines, fold them and glue.
MISS A TURN
or walk
like
a penguin

MISS A TURN
or stand on
one foot

MISS A TURN
or blink
your eye

MISS A TURN
or turn
around
twice

Cut out the individual cards along dashed lines, fold them and glue.
MOVE BACK TO THE START!

START

FINISH

Cut out the individual cards along dashed lines, fold them and glue.